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WBC is a major supplier of gift and transit packaging to the drinks, deli and hamper trade in the UK and Ireland.  
LOCATION : London

RESULTS

INDUSTRY

• Relatively small company that had maxed out on Pegasus system • Pegasus couldn’t sell them any more 
licences so had to change

• Business had a target of driving 20% of business through the Webstore, which it has far exceeded since 
implementing NetSuite in 2006

The most important benefit in financial terms is having one record for one client in one solution, including 
e-mail history and transactional history all in one place. No longer does WBC have to link two bits of soft-
ware together as they did with their previous solution. WBC’s business is run on e-mail so they needed an 
e-mail client that had proper integration with Outlook. BlueBridge One developed a proof of concept, then 
delivered it and tweaked it to ensure it was exactly right.

“The integration with DHL’s system has added streamlining to our business that a lot of people could only 
dream about,” says Mr Wilkinson.

The Sales Order Fulfilment button in NetSuite automatically fulfils the order and at the same time transfers 
all the NetSuite Sales Order information directly to ship@ease so that WBC staff can quickly and easily 
print shipping labels without having to manually transfer data across from NetSuite. It also imports tracking 
numbers back into NetSuite so shipments can easily be tracked directly from within the NetSuite account 
or Webstore. “We now process orders without data having to be re-entered. The problem can come in if 
you have multiple databases because, if clients update their address and one database isn’t updated ac-
cordingly, the parcel could be despatched to the wrong address.

“Having a solution like this, effectively eliminating warehouse input completely, is a big plus and very clever,” 
says Mr Wilkinson. “In addition, although we are primarily a business-to-business company, we do get a few 
consumer orders. Using the Webstore, we are able to encourage those consumers to place their orders 
online and have them despatched directly to the warehouse instead of tying up our sales people.” 

“BlueBridge One has turned NetSuite around to a point where it is now really helping the business, and 
they have built on, enhanced and added functionality to make it fit and work for us as a company. “Blue-
Bridge One has a fundamental understanding of our business, and we trust theirjudgement implicitly.”

CHALLENGES

BlueBridge One has a fundamental understanding of our business, 
and we trust their judgement implicity.”

- Tim Wilkinson, Operations Director
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CHALLENGES

By 2006, WBC had used its Pegasus system, which was linked to Goldmine CRM, to its capacity, so they had 
to find another solution. After considering Exchequer, SAP Business One and a few others, the company 
chanced upon NetSuite. Following implementation problems with NetSuite direct, WBC followed up a rec-
ommendation of BlueBridge One in January 2007 and haven’t looked back since.

Explains Mr Wilkinson: “The claims that BlueBridge One made in their pitch were all delivered; they sorted 
all our problems out and one of their software engineers knew the product better than anyone I’ve ever 
come across. They took on board and made a point of understanding our business, which is a critical part 
of any solution.”

BlueBridge One looked at how things worked to make NetSuite work as best it could within WBC’s criteria. 
The implementation was done in stages, with critical functionality being dealt with first. The two companies 
worked on bespoke things together and now have a partnership in which various peripherals to NetSuite’s 
core functionality are developed and sold on to other clients.

“BlueBridge One took on board and made a point of understanding our 
business, which is a critical part of any solution.”

- Tim Wilkinson, Operations Director

SOLUTIONS

WBC’s immediate target was to drive 20% of its revenue through Webstore, a figure they are now regularly 
exceeding. In fact, thanks to Webstore, WBC had their best year ever in 2010. Mr Wilkinson says there 
are multiple reasons for this, including the fact that maintenance of the previous legacy solution was very 
expensive, but the flexibility of Webstore means they are now able to have more internal control over the 
content of the website.

WBC began to use NetSuite’s Advanced Analytics module for integrated search engine optimisation and 
were consistently returning top three organic searches. “Since then, we have become so strong on SEO 
that we have now appointed a permanent e- commerce manager in the business but we wouldn’t have 
been so successful in this field if we hadn’t had the Advanced Analytics module to get us up and running.”

“As we become more electronically marketed, we will see a growth in Webstore sales. We now display pric-
es on the Webstore, which has opened up new marketing possibilities for us because we can quote the 
differences between the trade price and the Web price. This comes in seamlessly so there is no sales office 
intervention required.

“The Webstore is invaluable to us in that we have such tight micromanagement of our website as opposed 
to relying on outside agencies. We are able to put items on sale very quickly, manage movement of those 
items, indicate live stock levels and immediately reflect any items that might be out of stock.”

Mr Wilkinson says the system works very well, especially in Q4 when business is particularly busy. “We 
wouldn’t be able to cope with Q4 volumes if we didn’t have seamless integration between our sales force 
and the warehouse.”

“We needed some additional functionality across our multiple warehouses,” says Mr Wilkinson. “Together 
with NetSuite, we have found a NetSuite Developer Partner specialising in warehouse management sys-
tems whose solution we will beta test in the next month. If successful, this will become an integral part of 
NetSuite rather than simply a bolt-on.”



Staff at WBC have also become experts in drawing reports on anything to do with the business. This would 
have been difficult and time-consuming with their previous legacy system, says Mr Wilkinson. “We compile 
very detailed KPIs on a monthly basis and drill down deeply within them to ensure we know what is hap-
pening within the business. We can easily see how many people are trading with us at any one time, we 
have a detailed analysis of sales and sales sources, as well as detailed analysis on new business and their 
average spend.”

“We have also completely revamped our warehouse and focused on the picking areas. Without the report-
ing tool within NetSuite, we wouldn’t have been able to do this.”

“We view BlueBridge One as a long term partner, not merely a supplier or a vendor. They are the facilitator 
of making our systems work and optimising them. NetSuite is constantly being tweaked to keep up with 
business changes and BlueBridge One is always there to help us. I have the utmost respect for their exper-
tise and they are approachable and amenable to work with.”
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RESULTS

• Now has one record for one client in one solution

• BlueBridge One understood the business which was critical

• Integration with DHL sales order fulfilment has added streamlining to the business

• Had their best year ever in 2010 thanks primarily to the Webstore



ABOUT

BlueBridge One is currently ranked as the leading Oracle NetSuite Solution Provider for EMEA.  
As a three time winner of the Oracle NetSuite Partner of the Year award, we are the only Oracle Net-
Suite EMEA Partner to have attained international 5-Star status over the past seven consecutive years. 
 
Since 2003, more than 165 growing companies from across multiple industry sectors, including 
product distribution, services and not-for-profit,  have selected us as their trusted NetSuite imple-
mentation and support partner of choice. 

Skills and experience are a key component of delivering any successful implementation pro-
ject. Our  Professional Services team holds a  combined total of 42 NetSuite Certifications span-
ning ERP, Development , Ecommerce and System Administration. By partnering with us, not 
only do our Customers experience the full power of the NetSuite platform, they also bene-
fit from extensive product and industry best practice knowledge accumulated over many years.

On-going Customer satisfaction is important. Our highly rated Support Team is  available  to all 
Customers over the lifetime of their investment,  while dedicated  Customer Success Managers are 
allocated to ensure each Customer maximises the value of their NetSuite investment. With offices in 
the United Kingdom, South Africa and Romania, BlueBridge One is an accredited NetSuite Solution 
Partner, an accredited NetSuite Developer Network Partner and a NetSuite accredited Commerce 
Agency Program Partner.



AND YOUR BUSINESS

At BlueBridge One our goal is to understand your business needs, to provide industry best practice 
advice and to deliver quality services and solutions you would expect from the UK and EMEA’s leading 
NetSuite Partner.

OUR SERVICES

Assistance and advice negotiating Subscription Contracts with NetSuite

Life-time FREE support

Life-time Dedicated Customer Success Account Manager

OUR EXPERIENCE

17 years focuses solely on NetSuite

Substantial industry best practice 

Proven implementation methodology

OUR PROMISE

Low-risk 

On-time

In-budget



01932 300 000

www.bluebridgeone.com

info@bluebridgeone.com

Dixcart House, Addlestone Road, Bourne Business 
Park, Addlestone,  Surrey  KT15 2LE


